cam4 live models
Cam4 provide worldwide amateurs in different categories, fully live and prepared to chat, and do what you want, for an
acceptable price, regards to other sites. Couple, girls, solo, trans, hardcore all types of shows are there with a wide
selection of performers. It's friendly to use, and have no technical issues, also very fun because lets you become a cam
model if you wish.
In fact on cam4 are four essential divisions, couples, girls, guys and trans, and there are a bunch of amateur performers,
classified in all of them. Everybody can create a FREE account and obtain 50 tokens, watch who is online, join fan
clubs, and have fun with the models. You have the option to pick out from any of them, So, if you are bisexual, you will
like, if you only seek women, you will be glad, if you are looking to find straight couples, or straight guys, gay, girls
together or also transexuals, you have it all here. it's easy to use and has all the technical characteristics you look for on
a cam site.
You will be attained by the high number of performers, almost 1200 online every moment of the day and the myriad of
locations. The models are from all around the world, and you have plenty of filter option to handle and much technical
support. The site also introduced VR live cam shows if you own the goggles, and lots of the models have images and
videos.
You have the option to choose by ethnicity. The performers are a blend of some are 18+ and some over 40, some fat and
BBW others slim, nice women, Cucasians, Latins, black models and several Asians Games.
On the website, you will find shots of the models with their name, a country flag and as well as their orientation. After
you click on their preview image you will find a proper size, which broadcast the live webcam, and on the right, you can
see the chat and the comments.
If you want to watch more than a model smiling you should use some tokens, you will find a nice feature, "roll the dice"
to choose randomly from play with the finger, dildo, etc. You can also start a private show but will cost some tokens.
Other characteristics on the live shows pages contain multi-cam, full screen, sending messages. You can send presents
and add the models to your list of preferred. Approximately all models have galleries, you will find some with more
than one gallery, these are pictures from live shows of the past.
It's Free to create a Cam4 account and also you will receive 50 tokens. For improving your benefits they offer three
plans, Exclusive, Limitless and Intimate, each one of them cost euro 19.99 per month with discounts if you choose for
three months or a year, and you will receive 100 free tokens. With lots of amateur performers, many interactive options
and fair price, it is interesting to test.
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